Melatonin: characteristics, concerns, and prospects.
Melatonin is of great importance to the investigation of human biological rhythms. Its rhythm in plasma or saliva provides the best available measure of the timing of the internal circadian clock. Its major metabolite 6-sulphatoxymelatonin is robust and easily measured in urine. It thus enables long-term monitoring of human rhythms in real-life situations where rhythms may be disturbed, and in clinical situations where invasive procedures are difficult. Melatonin is not only a "hand of the clock"; endogenous melatonin acts to reinforce the functioning of the human circadian system, probably in many ways. Most is known about its relationship to sleep and the decline in core body temperature and alertness at night. Current perspectives also include a possible influence on major disease risk, arising from circadian rhythm disruption. Melatonin clearly has the ability to induce sleepiness and lower core body temperature during "biological day" and to change the timing of human rhythms when treatment is appropriately timed. It can entrain free-running rhythms and maintain entrainment in most blind and some sighted people. Used therapeutically it has proved a successful treatment for circadian rhythm disorder, particularly the non-24-h sleep wake disorder of the blind. Numerous other clinical applications are under investigation. There are, however, areas of controversy, large gaps in knowledge, and insufficient standardization of experimental conditions and analysis for general conclusions to be drawn with regard to most situations. The future holds much promise for melatonin as a therapeutic treatment. Most interesting, however, will be the dissection of its effects on human genes.